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Imaging for Assessment of Acute Cerebrovascular
Disease

J.M. Provenzale
K. Shah
U. Patel

D.C. McCrory

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Perfusion imaging sequences are an important part of imaging studies
designed to provide information to guide therapy for treatment of cerebrovascular disease. The
purpose of this study was to perform a meta-analysis of the medical literature on perfusion imaging to
determine its role in clinical decision making for patients with acute cerebral ischemia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We searched MEDLINE by using a strategy that combined terms related
to perfusion imaging with terms related to acute cerebral ischemia and brain tumors. We identified 658
perfusion imaging articles and classified them according to the clinical usefulness criteria of Thornbury
and Fryback. We found 59 articles with promise of indicating usefulness in clinical decision making. We
devised and implemented a clinical decision making scoring scale more appropriate to the topic of
acute cerebral ischemia.

RESULTS: Several articles provided important insights into the physiologic processes underlying acute
cerebral ischemia by correlation of initial perfusion imaging deficits with clinical outcome or ultimate
size of the infarct. However, most articles showed relatively low relevance to influencing decisions in
implementing treatment.

CONCLUSION: Most perfusion imaging articles are oriented toward important topics such as optimi-
zation of imaging parameters, determination of ischemia penumbra, and prediction of outcome.
However, information as to the role of perfusion imaging in clinical decision making is lacking. Studies
are needed to demonstrate that use of perfusion imaging changes outcome of patients with acute
cerebral ischemia.

This study is the culmination of work performed in response
to a request for applications submitted by the Neuroradi-

ology Education and Research Fund of the American Society
of Neuroradiology (ASNR) for a systematic review of the med-
ical literature regarding the usefulness of perfusion imaging in
neuroradiology. The authors were charged with the task of
examining the evidence for a substantive role for perfusion
imaging in evaluation of the brain with a focus on understand-
ing the place of perfusion imaging in medical decision making.
We found that most published work has focused on 2 subjects,
cerebrovascular disease and brain neoplasms, and 2 tech-
niques, CT perfusion imaging and MR perfusion imaging.
This study presents the results of our meta-analysis solely with
regard to cerebrovascular disease. The results of the meta-
analysis of perfusion imaging in imaging of brain tumors will
be provided in a separate report.

The goal of the meta-analysis was to determine the ex-
tent to which perfusion imaging figures affect clinical deci-
sion making and influence patient outcomes. It is impor-
tant to note that the goal was not to establish whether
perfusion imaging yields important information that ad-

vances our understanding of the physiologic processes of
cerebral infarction or whether perfusion imaging might
provide data that could determine likelihood of success of
stroke therapy.

Materials and Methods

Search of the Medical Literature
We performed this study from January 2006 to December 2006. We

searched MEDLINE by using a search strategy that combined terms

related to perfusion scanning with those related to acute cerebral isch-

emia and brain tumors. The procedural concept included the medical

subject heading (MeSH) terms: MR angiography, MR imaging, diffu-

sion MR imaging and tomography, x-ray computed, regional blood

flow, or cerebrovascular circulation. Because there is no precise

MeSH term for perfusion imaging, we empirically developed a list of

phrases used to describe perfusion imaging and used these terms as

text string searches. We implemented the acute cerebral ischemia dis-

ease concept using MeSH terms cerebrovascular accident or ischemic

attack, transient, hypoxia-ischemia, brain, and searching for the text

string acute cerebral ischemia. During the peer review and revision of

this manuscript, we updated the literature search using the same

search terms through March 2008, selected relevant citations, and

added 2 articles.

Review of Abstracts
After obtaining a list of 658 articles that were potentially relevant, we

performed an initial review of abstracts using 2 pairs of raters (Fig 1).

We first identified and removed non-English language articles (n �

37). We next deleted 68 studies on tumor as well as articles that were

otherwise not relevant (n � 82) or were not related to acute cerebro-

vascular disease (n � 26). Other reasons for excluding articles on the
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basis of solely review of abstracts included lack of original data (in-

cluding review articles; n � 101), imaging techniques that did not

evaluate perfusion or a perfusion technique that is not in widespread

use for stroke imaging (eg, single-photon emission CT) (n � 79),

study population of less than 10 patients (n � 41), and nonhuman

studies (n � 5). Then, still on the basis of abstracts alone, we classified

articles according to the Fryback and Thornbury hierarchy.1 This hi-

erarchy is a well-accepted 6-tiered model that ranks diagnostic assess-

ment studies, according to the concept of effectiveness, into the fol-

lowing levels: level 1, technical efficacy; level 2, diagnostic accuracy

efficacy; level 3, diagnostic thinking efficacy; level 4, therapeutic effi-

cacy; level 5, patient outcome efficacy; and level 6, societal efficacy.

When more than 1 of the 6 categories could be assigned, we chose the

highest category.

Fryback Criteria for Articles on Cerebrovascular Disease
To understand application of the Fryback criteria to perfusion imag-

ing articles about acute cerebral ischemia, it is worth providing exam-

ples to illustrate each category. A study that simply assessed the tech-

nical quality of images (eg, signal-to-noise ratio of MR perfusion

images) would be an example of a Fryback level 1 study. An example

of a Fryback level 2 study is one that correlates the presence or absence

of neurologic deficits with the presence and location of perfusion

imaging deficit. A study in which perfusion imaging changed the

probable diagnosis in patients is an example of an article in the Fry-

back level 3 category. An example of a Fryback level 4 article is one that

shows that patients with a mismatch between perfusion imaging def-

icits and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) deficits were given

thrombolytic therapy more often than those in whom there was no

mismatch. A Fryback level 5 article exemplifies patients who under-

went perfusion imaging who were shown to have a better clinical

outcome (and not just a more accurate diagnosis or more appropriate

treatment). Societal efficacy (Fryback level 6) might be demonstrated

by showing that the marginal cost of perfusion imaging results in

reduced disability.

A tally of the Fryback classification of abstracts was as follows:

78 citations for level 1, 37 citations for level 2, 49 citations for level

3, 2 citations for level 4, 28 for level 5, and none for level 6 (Table

1). We excluded level 1 articles on the belief that they would not

provide information valuable for the measurement of patient out-

comes (Fig 1). These Fryback assignments were preliminary be-

cause they were based solely on review of abstracts and not on the

Fig 1. Flowchart depicting our review of the literature.
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entire article. This finding brought the total of articles excluded

during the abstract review process to 517, with 141 articles remain-

ing for review of the entire article (as opposed to review of solely

the abstract).

Review of Full Text
We next read the full text of 141 articles, which consisted of 116

included from abstract review and another 25 published in 2007 and

2008 identified in an update search. A list of these articles can be

found in the appendix that accompanies the on-line version of this

article. Each article was re-evaluated according to the inclusion and

exclusion criteria described in Fig 1, and we reached a consensus,

through group discussion, on the final Fryback level assignment (Ta-

ble 1). These decisions are described in Fig 1 and Table 1. At the

conclusion of the full-text review of all articles, 49 had been scored as

Fryback level 2, 58 as Fryback level 3, and 1 scored as Fryback level 4

(Tables 1 and 2). The 49 Fryback level 2 articles were removed from

further consideration because their effect on clinical decision making

was deemed not of sufficient importance. We then examined the re-

maining 59 articles (Table 2) in greater detail with regard to their

usefulness in clinical decision making.

Development of a New Classification Scheme
We encountered many issues that highlighted the difficulty in classi-

fying radiology articles according to the Fryback criteria, which are

outlined in the Discussion. Therefore, we proposed new categories

into which articles could be classified, which were more descriptive of

uses of perfusion imaging in the articles studied and more flexible

than the Fryback classification. These categories allowed us to render

the subject matter into terms that were more familiar to the radiologic

community and provide a more specific set of descriptors of the clin-

ical import of the perfusion imaging component.

Results
During our initial review of articles, we found that the authors
often did not explain the role of perfusion imaging, requiring
the reader to infer this role after careful reading. Furthermore,
after analysis, we found that perfusion imaging was used in 9
major ways. On that basis, we divided articles on acute cerebral

ischemia into 9 categories on the basis of how perfusion im-
aging was used (Table 2), reflecting a wide variety of uses of
perfusion imaging. The categories are stratified according to
likelihood that perfusion imaging would influence decision
making, with category 1 having the highest degree of influence
on clinical decision making.

Explanation of Categories of Articles with Use of
Perfusion Imaging for Acute Cerebral Ischemia
Category 1 consisted of articles in which perfusion imaging
was used to prospectively guide therapy.2 In such studies, we
expected that physicians would obtain perfusion imaging data
before making a treatment decision and use the data (alone or
with DWI) to choose a treatment. In an optimal setting, such a
study would not only use perfusion imaging to decide treat-
ment but would also show that decisions made by use of per-
fusion imaging data provided better outcomes than decisions
made without perfusion imaging data.

Articles in categories 2 and 3 have less influence on decision
making than those in category 1. Articles in category 2 corre-
lated perfusion imaging findings with clinical outcome,3-28

and those in category 3 compared perfusion imaging findings
with final size of the infarct on subsequent imaging stud-
ies.5,6,14,19,29-44 Articles in category 2 and category 3 served the
dual functions of validating perfusion imaging as a test and
providing information that could be used for prognosis but
not use of perfusion imaging in decision making.

The category 4 articles were defined as those that showed
the effect of therapy on perfusion imaging deficits but did not
attempt to correlate such changes with patient outcome (cat-
egory 2) or final size of the infarct (category 3).45,46 Articles in
category 4 shed more light on the effects of thrombolytic ther-
apy than on a role for use of perfusion imaging in medical
decision making.

Categories 5 to 7 included articles about the physiologic as-
pects of infarcts but did not provide correlation of perfusion im-
aging with an outcome. Articles in category 5 primarily described
perfusion imaging to characterize infarct types or to better under-
stand infarcts.47-52 Those in category 6 compared the size of per-
fusion imaging deficits with the size of simultaneous abnormali-
ties on DWI.53,54 Articles in category 7 compared CT and MR
perfusion imaging results with perfusion imaging results ob-
tained by use of other techniques.55,56

Articles in categories 8 and 9 had the lowest effect on clin-

Table 2. Categories used to classify articles according to degree of
influence on decision making

Category
1 Perfusion used to guide treatment
2 Predict clinical outcome (suggestive evidence that PWI can help

triage patients)
3 Predict final infarct size
4 Determine effects of therapy on perfusion abnormalities
5 Characterize infarct types or to better understand infarct-like

processes
6 As a comparison with DWI but no outcome measure
7 Compare perfusion with an imaging technique other than MR
8 Solely as an entry criterion
9 Although perfusion data were recorded, analysis of perfusion

data was not a goal of the study

Note:—PWI indicates perfusion-weighted imaging; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging.

Table 1. Initial (abstract) and final (full-text) consensus Fryback
level assignments

Fryback
Level

Abstract
Screen (no.)

Full-Text
Review Consensus

Reassignment
Change

(no.)
Final
(no.)

1 78 Not further reviewed �6 84
2 37 5 excluded �12 49

1 reassigned to level 1
6 reassigned to level 3

3 49 12 excluded �9 58
1 reassigned to level 1
19 reassigned to level 2
1 reassigned to level 4

4 2 Both reassigned to level 3 �1 1
5 28 2 excluded �28 0

5 reassigned to level 2
21 reassigned to level 3

6 0 None 0 0
NA* 25 8 excluded �25 0

4 assigned to level 1
13 assigned to level 3

* Additional articles reviewed during final manuscript preparation; not initially assigned.
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ical decision making. Category 8 consisted of a single article in
which perfusion imaging is used solely as an entry criterion for
a study.57 Articles in category 9 were those in which perfusion
imaging was recorded but analysis of perfusion imaging data
was not a goal of the study.58-60

Representative Articles from Acute Cerebral Ischemia
Perfusion Imaging Categories

Articles in category 1. We found only 1 article that we
deemed appropriate for category 1.2 The study, although ret-
rospective, provided a potential prospective role for use of
perfusion imaging in decision-making in the setting of acute
cerebral ischemia. The investigators retrospectively analyzed
perfusion versus diffusion imaging differences in 62 patients
with acute cerebral ischemia; in 16 of these patients, large per-
fusion imaging abnormalities were seen, but DWI abnormal-
ities were either absent or very small. Furthermore, in 15 pa-
tients, the perfusion imaging finding was the only imaging
evidence for acute ischemia. The authors did not specifically
state that perfusion imaging was actually used in the cases to
make clinical decisions; however, they noted that if DWI and
conventional MR imaging findings alone had been used to
guide treatment, those 16 patients might have been inappro-
priately treated, raising a possible venue in which the perfu-
sion imaging findings might be used to guide treatment. How-
ever, this conclusion is open to debate; neurologists
commonly provide thrombolytic therapy to patients on the
basis of clinical findings, even in the presence of a DWI study
with normal results. In such centers, the decision to adminis-
ter thrombolytic therapy is more heavily weighted by clinical
findings than by DWI and perfusion imaging findings.

Articles in category 2. In this category, perfusion imaging
was used (alone or in conjunction with other tests) to predict
patient outcome. The 26 articles in this category are listed in
on-line Table 1.3-28 Two approaches have been used with re-
gard to predictors. First, some studies have used serial perfu-
sion imaging during the first 1 to 4 days after acute cerebral
ischemia, in which the change in perfusion imaging (as evi-
dence of reperfusion) was used as the predictor of later clinical
outcome. Some of these studies were prospective clinical trials
of thrombolytic treatment in which all patients had evidence
of perfusion-diffusion mismatch at entry.3,9,10 Because the
perfusion imaging data were serial in nature, by definition
they were retrospectively analyzed after therapy was adminis-
tered. Thus, although the studies were prospective, only the
first perfusion imaging dataset could have influenced decision
making. Other studies in category 2 were solely retrospective
ones; as such, the role of initial perfusion imaging data in
directing treatment decisions at the time of patient presenta-
tion was not described.7,15,17,20,23,26,27 These studies provide
support that a perfusion-diffusion mismatch, on occasion, can
be valuable information but do not prove that such informa-
tion must be obtained before therapy or that it changes patient
outcome. In actual fact, perfusion imaging data are not usually
available to treating physicians, and so its actual impact on
clinical decision making is limited.

Second, some studies used perfusion imaging data at the
time of initial presentation of acute cerebral ischemia to pre-
dict later clinical outcome.3,8,11-13,16,18,21,22,24,25,28 Such studies
describe the size of perfusion imaging deficit, perfusion-diffu-

sion mismatch, and size of DWI deficit. In some cases, studies
compared the predictive ability of different parameters in an
attempt to identify the strongest predictors of later clinical
outcome. Three studies evaluated the independent association
in a multivariable model and found that the size of the initial
DWI abnormality was a better predictor than the size of per-
fusion imaging abnormality or perfusion-diffusion mismatch
to predict later neurologic outcome.8,16,23

Studies of both types support the contention that the phys-
iologic changes depicted on perfusion imaging studies are re-
lated to clinical outcome. However, in the clinical setting,
treating physicians are likely to be more interested in using
perfusion imaging techniques to determine the presence or
absence of a perfusion-diffusion mismatch rather than to pre-
dict outcome. As such, the studies in category 2, although val-
idating perfusion imaging as an imaging technique, show clin-
ical efficacy of perfusion imaging solely if one accepts a
perfusion-diffusion mismatch as an indication for therapy.
However, from the standpoint of actual efficacy assessment,
because the articles in category 2 do not compare patient out-
comes against patients who did not undergo perfusion imag-
ing, clinical efficacy is not shown in these articles.

Articles in category 3. The common feature of articles in
category 3 was the correlation of perfusion imaging data pri-
marily with final infarct size or lesion growth on subsequent
imaging studies. The 20 articles in this category are listed in
on-line Table 2.5,6,14,19,29-44 In aggregate, these articles suggest
that hemodynamic parameters can show regions of brain tis-
sue that are ischemic and likely to progress to infarction. Al-
though this information helps one to understand the physio-
logic changes in ischemic tissue and may provide some
insights into conversion of ischemic (and potentially salvage-
able) regions into infarcted tissue, this information is of lim-
ited use in deciding on treatment in individual cases. Stated
differently, it is not clear what added value perfusion imaging
would offer in such circumstances.

Articles in category 4. The 2 articles45,46 in category 4 differ
from those in categories 2 and 3 because, though they perform
serial perfusion imaging scans, they do not correlate serial per-
fusion imaging findings with clinical outcome or final infarct
size. Nonetheless, articles in this category do provide informa-
tion about the effect of therapy on regions that are abnormal
on perfusion imaging (and therefore presumably ischemic). In
1 such article, perfusion imaging abnormalities on studies af-
ter therapy were considerably smaller than on initial imaging,
indicating that (at least by imaging criteria) therapy can pro-
vide substantial reduction in ischemic deficits.45 Another ar-
ticle described perfusion imaging changes on serial imaging
studies in a group treated with intravenous tissue plasminogen
activator (tPA) and an untreated control group.46 The size of
the perfusion imaging deficit was measured 5 times: at base-
line, 3 other times in the first week, and again at 30 days. In this
article, both treated and untreated patients had high rates of
perfusion imaging normalization, thereby not showing a clear
superiority of intravenous-tPA compared with no therapy.

Discussion
As mentioned in the Materials and Methods section, we found
several difficulties in applying the Fryback criteria to the med-
ical literature on perfusion imaging. These difficulties can be
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summarized as follows. First, few articles had the classic study
designs (eg, sensitivity and specificity estimates) usually found
in articles categorized by use of Fryback criteria. Second, most
articles were not designed to study an outcome, such as a clin-
ical end point. Unfortunately, most the studies were not de-
signed to show how patient outcome was improved by the
diagnostic information. Finally, depending on one’s perspec-
tive, an article could be designated into more than 1 Fryback
category. As a result of these difficulties, we designed and im-
plemented a novel classification scheme (outlined in Materials
and Methods) that seemed to be much more appropriate for
consideration of perfusion articles according to the concept of
effectiveness.

Perfusion Imaging for Assessment of Cerebral Ischemia
In general, we found 3 levels of evidence that indicate that
perfusion imaging is valuable for the evaluation of cerebral
ischemia. First, we found evidence that a perfusion-diffusion
mismatch correlates with poor clinical outcome.8,24 In itself,
this finding does not indicate that perfusion imaging has a
high impact on decision making. Second, on a higher level of
impact on efficacy, we found evidence that treatment of large
perfusion-diffusion imaging mismatches results in improved
clinical outcome compared with untreated patients.3,9,10 On a
third level, we found evidence that perfusion imaging provides
information not available from other techniques (eg, by show-
ing abnormalities not detectable on DWI).2,20 However, we
did not find strong evidence in the published literature that
addresses the issue of whether perfusion imaging has influ-
enced the number of patients who would receive thrombolytic
agents in any single trial. Nonetheless, an examination of clin-
ical practice patterns would suggest that decisions about ad-
ministration of thrombolytic agents are frequently made with-
out perfusion imaging and that, commonly, perfusion
imaging does not change clinical decisions. In fact, in most
stroke centers, such decisions are routinely made without per-
fusion imaging.

We found a large number of studies in which perfusion
imaging was used in some manner in an acute cerebral isch-
emia treatment algorithm.3,9,10,14 From the standpoint of effi-
cacy assessment, it is important to distinguish articles in which
perfusion imaging is an entry criterion from those in which the
benefits of perfusion imaging in decision making are actually
evaluated. The use of perfusion imaging as an entry criterion
for acute cerebral ischemia trials may indeed be appropriate,
but this practice assigns, rather than shows, a critically impor-
tant role of perfusion imaging in decision making. To our
knowledge, no study that prospectively assesses the efficacy of
perfusion imaging in decision making in assessment of cere-
bral ischemia has been performed.

One of the major difficulties we encountered in our litera-
ture review is that the exact role of perfusion imaging in a
study was often vague and was rarely reported as a hypothesis
or explicitly stated in the Materials and Methods. Instead, typ-
ically patients were observed by use of 1 or more imaging
techniques (including perfusion imaging), and the reader was
left to interpret the role that perfusion imaging played in the
study. Furthermore, studies were typically retrospective, and it
was sometimes unclear whether perfusion imaging was used
to guide treatment in any way or if (as was often the case)

perfusion imaging results were simply compared with clinical
or other imaging parameters in a post hoc manner.

Response of Perfusion Imaging Ischemic Deficits to
Therapy
With regard to whether thrombolytic therapy produces de-
creases in perfusion imaging deficits, a few articles are espe-
cially relevant.3,9,10 Nonetheless, the exact importance of per-
fusion imaging in the treatment scheme in these articles is
open to debate. These articles do not ask whether a beneficial
outcome could have been reached without perfusion imaging.
Stated differently, many of the articles in our category 2 can be
taken as evidence that 1) thrombolytic therapy is effective in
limiting infarct size and improving clinical outcome in se-
lected cases3,9,10,17,20,24,26 and 2) patients with large perfusion
imaging volumes tend to have a poorer outcome than those
with a smaller perfusion imaging volume.8,24 Despite these
important findings, these articles do not show that perfusion
imaging has been used in a prospective manner to alter patient
outcomes.

Gaps in the Medical Literature on Perfusion Imaging in
Acute Cerebral Ischemia
We found systematic flaws in previous trials in the use of per-
fusion imaging for assessment of acute cerebral ischemia.
First, we found no trials comparing patients undergoing per-
fusion imaging and those not undergoing perfusion imaging,
which makes determining the added benefit of perfusion im-
aging difficult. Second, in many studies, it was not clear
whether perfusion imaging analysis was done at the time of
decision making or afterward. Third, acute cerebral ischemia
imaging is frequently performed in a time-sensitive manner,
and the time taken to perform perfusion imaging, analyze per-
fusion imaging data, and communicate results could delay
treatment decisions. Given these concerns, it would seem im-
portant to record the additional time needed for perfusion
imaging, as some authors have suggested.54 Unfortunately,
this feature is rarely recorded in perfusion imaging articles.

The most convincing role of perfusion imaging we found is
prediction of final infarct size. For instance, Warach et al14

indicated that the size of an initial perfusion imaging abnor-
mality correlated most strongly with change (ie, growth) in
infarct size. Although this information is of some usefulness in
predicting outcome in individual patients, it does not allow
one to triage patients to different treatment strategies. In other
words, we know of no studies that have shown a better out-
come in patients treated on the basis of a DWI-perfusion im-
aging mismatch compared with those who were treated on the
basis of DWI alone. Sunshine et al2 showed that some perfu-
sion imaging scans showed abnormalities in patients in whom
no DWI abnormality was seen. However, these patients al-
ready had clinical symptoms of ischemia, raising a question of
the added value of perfusion imaging to clinical decision mak-
ing. Nonetheless, this single citation is the closest we have to an
article showing that perfusion imaging provides additive in-
formation in the triage of patients for therapy.

In retrospect, it is clear that the development of perfusion
imaging for acute cerebral ischemia could have been better
focused to provide information that is useful for clinical deci-
sion making. Instead, topics such as optimization of imaging
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protocols; determination of appropriate hemodynamic pa-
rameters; and correlation with clinical outcome, subsequent
infarct size, and other imaging techniques have been explored.
This lack of focus is, in part, responsible for the fact that, even
after more than a decade, the use of perfusion imaging to as-
sess cerebral ischemia in daily clinical practice is open to dis-
pute, and it has not been deemed of enough significance to be
incorporated into many major position papers on the topic.
Conducting perfusion imaging trials with use of the guidelines
of an efficacy assessment early on might have resolved the
issues that are still faced.

Recommendations for Future Perfusion Imaging Trials
for Acute Cerebral Ischemia
Most articles we examined did not include a study design in
which the efficacy of perfusion imaging could be fully as-
sessed. We now describe some study paradigms that could
meet the needs for an adequate efficacy assessment. At this
point, it is worth considering whether one should even de-
velop studies to determine the efficacy of perfusion imaging
in an assessment of patients with acute cerebral ischemia.
One’s stance toward this question is largely determined by
one’s attitude toward the state of acceptance of a perfusion-
diffusion mismatch as a clinical parameter for treatment. If
one takes the stance that such a mismatch can now be ac-
cepted as a valid factor determining the need to provide
thrombolytic therapy, given that it is now an entry criterion
for many ischemia therapy trials, then the efficacy of per-
fusion imaging in this clinical context may require no fur-
ther evaluation.

If one takes the position that, despite use of perfusion im-
aging as an entry criterion for cerebral ischemia trials, further
determination of efficacy is needed, then several possible stud-
ies are reasonable. One possibility would be to (either prospec-
tively or retrospectively) determine what clinical decisions
would be made without perfusion imaging and whether they
differ from decisions that would have been made had perfu-
sion imaging data been available. If the decisions substantially
differed on the basis of whether perfusion imaging data were
available or unavailable, then it would be safe to assume that
perfusion imaging played a substantial role in determining
therapy. Another method would be to randomly assign pa-
tients to a group in which perfusion imaging is performed
(and used in triaging patients to a therapeutic regimen) or a
group in which perfusion imaging is not performed. However,
it is clear that such a paradigm would not likely be prospec-
tively performed in future studies. Many treating physicians
believe that the accumulated evidence of the importance of a
DWI- perfusion imaging mismatch is well established enough
(despite its limitations) that it would be unethical to random-
ize patients to not undergo perfusion imaging.
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